
Discussion/possible action: CF 11-0002-S24 AB 1594 (Ting - Gipson - Ward) / Firearm 

Manufactures and Retailers / Non-Compliance Lawsuit / AB 1621 (Gipson) / Ghost Gun 

Regulations / AB 2571 (Bauer - Kahan) / Firearm Marketing to Minors Restrictions  

 

The STNC is AGAINST this motion- The right to bear arms is guaranteed in the Second 

Amendment in the Bill of Rights. This motion only harms LAWFUL gun owners. Criminals have 

no problem obtaining guns regardless of laws. We are seeing the results of disarming the 

populace in the War in the Ukraine- where people have been disarmed by the government and 

now are fighting for their lives with whatever is at hand- 

 

 Discussion/possible action: CF 22-0002-S41 Homekey Program 2.0 / Homelessness Crisis / 

State Coronavirus Relief Fund / State General Fund / Funding Increase 

The STNC is AGAINST UNLESS AMENDED. 

 “ While the upcoming budget that begins on July 1 is “balanced” according to Garcetti, it relies 
on an aggressive 8.5% increase ($577 million) increase in continuing General Fund 
revenues.   The Mayor is also raiding the Reserve Fund for $105 million, forgetting that this fund 
is reserved for emergencies such as earthquakes or pandemics.  He is also underfunding the 
City’s infrastructure and pension plans.” LA Watchdog, Apr 22. 

Therefore, the STNC is AGAINST unless Amended. The people of Ca and especially Los Angeles 
are struggling under skyrocketing inflation and gas prices and some of the highest taxes in the 
nation.. Many have lost jobs due to governmental restrictions and mandates. This is NOT the time 
to be wantonly increasing funding- especially when there is lack of accountability from non profits 
funded by the City for the purpose of housing the homeless. It has been shown the City is literally 
GIVING tax payer owned properties to Non Profits which the non profit can then turn around and 
sell- and keep the money. This reckless tax and spend is driving taxpayers to other states merely 
for relief from all the taxation. There MUST be accountability for the taxpayers hard earned 
money- NON PROFITS should NOT be wantonly profiting off the people. Unless there is 
accountability by the City and non profits- the STNC is AGAINST this CF. 

Discussion/possible action: CF 20-1575 regarding CF 22-0002-S61 2021-2022 State Legislative 

Program / Taxpayer Protection and Government Accountability Act 

The STNC is AGAINST the resolution by the Mayor and the City Council to oppose the State 

Legislative CF 22-0002-S61 

 

 The STNC is AGAINST the City Council and the Mayor’s Resolution to oppose the State 

Legislation regarding Taxpayer protection and Government Accountability bill. Californians and 

especially Angelenos already pay some of the highest taxes in the nation. We now have 

skyrocketing inflation and doubled gas prices. The state and city mandates have crippled the 

lives of many of the residents. People are fleeing this state in order to have some relief from 

oppressive taxation. Yet, Mayor Garcetti and the City Council look to fund their spending spree 

on the backs of tax payers. We continue to see our city deteriorate with rising crime and 



homelessness for which the residents have already been severely taxed. The idea that the 

Mayor and the City Council would be against tax payer protection and government 

accountability literally boggles the mind- The Government is accountable to the people. 

Something this City Council and Mayor seem to have forgotten- 


